Storyteller: This is Danny. And this is Danny’s robot. Danny’s robot is old. Danny is sad.

Danny: I want a new robot.

Comprehension questions

• Who’s this? (Danny)
• What’s this? (Danny’s robot)
• Is Danny’s robot old? (yes)
• Is Danny happy? (No, he’s sad.)
The magic elf

Elf: Oh, dear.
Danny: It’s a ball, not a robot. Can I have a robot, please?
Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!

Comprehension questions

• Is it a robot? *(No, it’s a ball.)*
• Does Danny want the ball? *(no)*
Comprehension questions

- Who’s this? (*a magic elf*)
- Can the elf help? (*yes*)
- Danny wants a new (*robot*).
2. The magic elf

Elf: Jump. Turn around. Close your eyes. One, two, three. Surprise, surprise! Tripilee! Here you are!

Comprehension questions

- The elf says ‘Jump, (turn around). Close your (eyes). One, (two, three). Surprise, (surprise)! Tripilee!’
The magic elf

Elf: Jump. Turn around. Close your eyes. One, two, three. Surprise, surprise! Tripilee! Here you are! Oh, dear.

Danny: It’s a car, not a robot. Can I have a robot, please?

Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!

Comprehension questions

• Is it a robot? (No, it’s a car.)
• Does Danny want the car? (no)
Elf: Jump. Turn around. Close your eyes. One, two, three. Surprise, surprise! Tripilee! Here you are! Oh, dear.

Danny: Oh, it’s a bike, not a robot. I want my old robot. Oh, can I have my old robot, please?

Elf: Oh, yes. Oh, yes. No problem!

Comprehension questions

• Is it a robot? (No, it’s a bike.)
• Does Danny want the car? (no)
• Danny wants his (old robot).
The magic elf

Elf: Jump. Turn around. Close your eyes. One, two, three. Surprise, surprise! Tripilee! Here you are!

Comprehension question

- The elf says ‘(Jump). Turn around. (Close) your eyes. One (two) three. (Surprise), surprise! Tripilee!’
The magic elf

Elf: Oh, yes! Phew!

Danny: Oh, great! It’s my robot! My fantastic old robot! Hello, robot. Oh, thank you!

Storyteller: Danny is very happy now. And the elf is very happy too.

Comprehension questions

• Is it Danny’s old robot? (yes)
• Does Danny want the robot? (yes)
• Is Danny / the elf happy? (yes)